Let m(n, r) denote the minimal number of edges in an n-uniform hypergraph which is not r-colorable. It is known that for a fixed n one has cnr n < m(n, r) < Cnr n .
Introduction
A hypergraph H = (V, E) consists of a finite set of vertices V and a family E of the subsets of V , which are called edges. A hypergraph is called n-uniform if every edge has size n. A vertex r-coloring of a hypergraph H = (V, E) is a map from V to {1, . . . , r}. A coloring is proper if there is no monochromatic edges, i.e., any edge e ∈ E contains two vertices of different color. The chromatic number of a hypergraph H is the smallest number χ(H) such that there exists a proper χ(H)-coloring of H. Let m(n, r) be the minimal number of edges in an n-uniform hypergraph with chromatic number more than r.
We are interested in the case when n is much smaller than r (see [5] for general case and related problems).
Upper bounds
Erdős and Hajnal conjectured [3] that m(n, r) = (n − 1)r + 1 n ,
for r > r 0 (n), that is achieved on the complete hypergraph. However Alon [2] disproved the conjecture for n large enough by using the estimate
where the Turán number T (v, k, n) is the smallest number of edges in an n-uniform hypergraph on v vertices such that every induced subgraph on k vertices contains an edge (see [6] for a survey). Using the same inequality with better bounds on Turán numbers Akolzin and Shabanov [1] showed that 
Lower bounds
There are several ways to show an inequality of type m(n, r) > c(n)r n .
Alon [2] suggested to color vertices of an n-uniform hypergraph in a < r colors uniformly and independently, and then recolor a vertex in every monochromatic edge in unused color. The expected number of monochromatic edges is |E| · a 1−n .
Note that we have r − a remaining colors, and we can color n − 1 vertices in each unused color such that no new monochromatic edge appears. Summing up, if |E| < a n−1 (r − a)(n − 1) then a hypergraph H = (V, E) has a proper r-coloring. Substituting a = n−1 n r , we get
Another way is due to Pluhár [4] . He introduced the following useful notion. A sequence of edges a 1 , . . . , a r is an r-chain if |a i ∩ a j | = 1 if |i − j| = 1 and a i ∩ a j = ∅ otherwise; it is an ordered r-chain if i < j implies that every vertex of a i is not bigger than any vertex of a j (with respect to a certain fixed linear ordering on V ).
Pluhár's theorem states that existence of an order on V without ordered r-chains is equivalent to rcolorability of H = (V, E). Let us prove a lower bound on m(n, r) via this theorem. Consider a random order on the vertex set. Note that the probability of an r-chain to be ordered is
From the other hand, the number of r-chains is at most 2|E| r /r! since every set of r edges generates at most 2 chains. So if
then we have a proper r-coloring of H. After taking r-root and some calculations we have m(n, r) > cnr n .
Combining two previous arguments Akolzin and Shabanov [1] proved that m(n, r) > c n ln n r n .
Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we give a new way to prove a lower bound on m(n, r) of type c n r n , also proving Alon conjecture that the sequence a r := m(n, r)/r n has a limit. In Section 3 we give one more way, which is, however rather weak. 
Results
Proof. Let H = (V, E) be an n-uniform hypergraph, |E| = N . Choose the auxiliary colors η(v) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} at random uniformly and independently, denote V i = η −1 ({i}), H i the hypergraph induced by H on V i . If H i has a i edges, the expectation of i a i equals |E|/p n−1 (each hyperedge of H belongs to some H i with probability 1/p n−1 ). Therefore there exists a certain auxiliary coloring η such that a i N/p n−1 . Fix such a coloring η and properly color each H i using f (a i ) colors, using disjoint sets of colors for different i.
Totally we use f (a i ) colors and H is colored properly.
Further part of the proof is completely analytical, all combinatorics was in Lemma 1. n , c k+1 n ] do not increase. Let α 0 denote the limit of M (k), it is also the upper limit of the function g. Fix p in Lemma 1. Note that if N is large and g(N ) is close to α 0 , then there existsÑ = N/p n + o(N ) with g(Ñ ) also close to α 0 . Indeed, there exist the numbers a 1 , . . . , a p as in Lemma 1 and all the numbers a i should have asymptotics N/p n + o(N ) and g(a i ) close to α 0 . Otherwise f (a i ) = g(a i )a 1/n i p(max i g(a i )) · ( 1 p a i ) 1/n (we use Jensen inequality for the function x → x 1/n ) would be too small. Consider the numbers of the form 2 nx 3 ny with non-negative integer x, y, call them appropriate numbers. The ratio of two consecutive appropriate numbers tends to 1 by the basic Dirichlet-Kronecker Diophantine approximation lemma. Fix ρ > 1 and choose appropriate numbers r 1 < r 2 < · · · < r m so that r i+1 /r i < ρ, but r 1 < c S n , r m > c S+10 n for certain positive integer S. Note that if g(N ) is close to α 0 , then there exist numbers N i = N/r i + o(E) such that g(N i ) is close to α 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Choose k such that N ∈ [c k n , c k+1 n ] and note that for all large k such N with g(N ) close to α 0 may be chosen. For any integer number x in the segment [c k−S−2 n , c k−S−1 n ] choose minimal i such that x > E i . Then
Therefore lim inf f (x)x −1/n α 0 ρ −1/3 , and since ρ > 1 was arbitrary, the lower limit of the function g(x) = f (x)x −1/n equals to its upper limit α 0 , and we have proved Theorem 1. The sequence m(n, r)/r n has a limit.
A computational corollary
The case n = 3 is of a special interest. It is known that f (0) = 1, f (1) = .
. . = f (6) = 2, f (7) = .
. . = f (26) = 3 (see [1] ). Using Lemmas 1, 2 and some calculations we have the following corollary. 3 One more way to have a lower bound of type cr n
We will use alterations method and reduction. We need the following degree-version of a folklore estimate on the independence number.
Theorem 2. Let H = (V, E) be an n-uniform hypergraph. Then there is an independent set I such that
where d v is the degree of vertex v and d(I) is the sum of the degrees over I.
Proof. Let us pick every vertex independently with probability
for vertex v, then delete a vertex of minimal degree from every edge from a picked set. Let us evaluate the expectation of the sum of degrees over resulting independent set:
The last inequality holds because v∈e p v ≤ 1 n v∈e p n v , d i < d j means p i > p j , and every vertex is counted at most d i times.
Corollary 2. Let H = (V, E) be an n-uniform hypergraph with at most cr n edges for c 1/n n . Than H contains an independent subset I ⊂ V such that H \ I has at most c(r − 1) n edges.
Proof. If H contains a vertex v of degree at least cnr n−1 then we can take I = {v}: indeed, H \ {v} contains at most cr n − cnr n−1 c(r − 1) n edges (this inequality rewrites as (1 − 1/r) n 1 − n/r which is nothing but Bernoulli's inequality). If all degrees are less than cnr n−1 , using the concavity of the function x n−2 n−1 we get that the minimum of x n−2 n−1 i constrained to x i ∈ [0, cnr n−1 ] and x i = cnr n equals r · (cnr n−1 ) n−2 n−1 , attained when r variables x i are equal to cnr n−1 and other are equal to 0. Therefore by Theorem 2 there exists an independent subset I with sum of degrees at least X := n − 1 n · r · (cnr n−1 ) n−2 n−1 .
Since every edge intersecting I contains at most n − 1 vertices in I, we conclude that the number of edges intersecting I is not less than 1 n − 1 X = n − 1 n−1 c n−2 n−1 r n−1 cnr n−1 since c n −n . Again H \ I contains at most cr n − cnr n−1 c(r − 1) n edges.
By induction, we see that under conditions of Corollary 2 H is r-colorable.
